
Bogdan Bartnikowski was born on 24 January, 1932 in Warsaw. His father
worked at the Military Academy and his mother was a housewife.  Bogdan
was the only child. On 1 September, 1939, he was about to start his educa-
tion in the second grade of primary school, but early in the morning on
that day the war broke out and the first bombs fell on Warsaw. Bogdan’s
father was called up to the army and went to the front lines. His parents
decided that Bogdan would be safer with his grandparents in Podlasie than
in a besieged city. Unfortunately, soon after they arrived at the grandpar-
ents’ house, the territory of the Second Republic of Poland was seized by
the Soviet Army. After the announcement of Warsaw capitulation, his
mother decided to go back home where his father waited happily for 
his family. Since he was a civil employee of the army and not a professional
soldier, he had the right to stay in Warsaw. 

The German occupation of Warsaw hindered activity at Bogdan’s school. 
Despite this, Bogdan managed to graduate from the primary school. The
German law prohibited Poles from continuing education at higher levels.
But Bogdan’s teachers organised secret lessons for their students. Although
Bogdan was young, he was aware of the functioning of secret conspiracy
organisations from the very beginning of the war. He remembered the out-
break of the Warsaw Uprising on 1 August, 1944 well, especially the first
weeks of fighting. He knew that his father was engaged in partisan activ-
ity, and he too wanted to join. The Armia Krajowa (Home Army) officers

however, decided that Bogdan was too young to carry a weapon. There-
fore, Bogdan with his friends from the neighbourhood helped in organising
a field hospital and in transporting captured military equipment. More and
more battles were being fought. His family’s tenant house was destroyed
in an explosion. Bogdan and his mother were part of the civil population
expelled from pacified Warsaw. Some people were sent from the tempo-
rary camp in Pruszków to the centre of German Reich to do forced labour
and others to concentration camps. Bogdan and his mother were trans-
ported to Auschwitz.

On 12 August, 1944, Bogdan was registered as a political prisoner (“Polish
bandit”) under number 1902731 amongst over 4 000 other men, women,
older people and children. However, worse than that for Bogdan was being
separated from his mother, who was placed in a women’s camp, whilst 
Bogdan went to a men’s camp. From time to time, he was able to recognise
her silhouette on the other side of the ramp in Birkenau. Together with
other boys from Warsaw, he had to work and pull very heavy carriages for
transporting goods. One day while working in the women’s camp, he had 
a chance to see his mother and share a few words with her for the first time
in many months. That was his most moving moment throughout his stay
in the camp.

In winter 1944–1945, prisoners were moved from KL Auschwitz to the cen-
tre of Germany en masse. Bogdan and his mother were sent to Berlin,
where they had to clear the debris in the city. They were liberated in Berlin
on 22 April, 1945. When they returned to the ruins of Warsaw, they found
out that Bogdan’s father died in the Uprising.

Bogdan Bartnikowski wrote and published books on the fate of Polish chil-
dren during the war: a collection of short stories Childhood in striped clothes
and novels Distant Way, Return to the Vistula, Days long like years. These
books were based on his personal memories and experience imprisoned
in the concentration camp during the German occupation.

BOGDAN BARTNIKOWSKI
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Group work instructions:

1.  Read the biogram of Bogdan Bartnikowski and highlight 
     information in the text which is most important to you.

2.  Mark the deportation route of Bogdan Bartnikowski 
     to KL Auschwitz on the map attached.

3.  Mark the period of Bogdan Bartnikowski’s stay 
     in KL Auschwitz on the timeline.
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Bogdan Bartnikowski giving a speech 
at the 72nd Anniversary of Auschwitz Liberation

A pre-war Holy Communion photograph of Bogdan Bartnikowski 
with his mother and father
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Czesław Kempisty was born on 9 January, 1925 in Ostrów Mazowiecka. He
had six siblings. After the outbreak of the war, his father Józef and Czesław’s
elder brother, Zygmunt engaged in conspiracy activity. Like his father and
brother, Czesław was active in conspiracy; he belonged to “Szare Szeregi” –
a secret scout organization acting as part of the Union of Armed Struggle
(ZWZ, later – the Home Army /AK/). The most important tasks of his group
involved the distribution of conspiracy press and gathering information on
movements and strength of the German Police, as well as the army based
in Ostrów Mazowiecka. Czesław, his father and brother were all arrested in
April 1941. During the Gestapo interrogation, Czesław did not betray any
of his companions and did not sign any protocol. Beaten and humiliated,
he was transferred to Pawiak Prison in Warsaw for further interrogation, and
then together with his father and brother, and other prisoners, they were
sent to KL Auschwitz.

In the camp, Czesław was given number 16686. He worked hard in various
labour units. In winter 1942, while unloading food supplies at the railway
ramp, he threw a few turnips to starved Soviet prisoners of war. Caught by
SS-men, he was transported to block No 11 and punished by hanging for
several hours by his hands tied behind his back. Together with his brother,
he managed to communicate with their mother by letters. Czesław carried
one of the letters from her hidden under his shirt. In the camp, many pris-
oners had typhus – an acute contagious disease. Unfortunately, his father

caught typhus and died. Czesław recovered from the typhus infection and
decided to become a doctor. During winter, one of prisoners from his labour
unit escaped from the camp. The SS-men exercised a principle of collective
responsibility: they punished ten prisoners from the same labour unit with
death by starvation. Czesław was one of them. After six days, when the es-
capee was caught, he and the remaining nine prisoners were freed. Despite
this cruel punishment and his miraculous survival from death, Czesław still
acted to the detriment of the camp authorities by co-participating in sabo-
tages in armament plants. He witnessed the mass transportation of Jews
from all over Europe and their mass murdering in Auschwitz-Birkenau gas
chambers.

In the middle of 1944, he was among prisoners sent to Ravensbrück, where
he was employed in a special labour unit which disarmed the unexploded
shells of the Allies’ bombs and artillery missiles. He was liberated by the
American Army in May 1945. For the next few months he stayed in Germany.
He wanted to continue his education. He went to Polish secondary school
where he passed the “matura” exam. An important event in his life was the
participation as a witness in trials of war criminals from Ravensbrück camp
crew. He returned home in 1946 and then, as he had decided in Auschwitz
camp hospital, he took up medical studies in Wrocław. As a medical doctor,
he also treated former prisoners and examined the impact of being de-
tained in concentration camps on their health. His daughter and grandson
also became doctors. He published the findings of his long-term research
in the book titled Continuation of Nuremberg issues; his memoirs entitled
Survive a day were published after his death in 1987.
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Group work instructions:

1.  Read the biogram of Bogdan Bartnikowski and highlight 
     information in the text which is most important to you.

2.  Mark the deportation route of Bogdan Bartnikowski 
     to KL Auschwitz on the map attached.

3.  Mark the period of Bogdan Bartnikowski’s stay 
     in KL Auschwitz on the timeline.
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Prof. dr Czesław Kempisty (a photograph taken 
from Ewa Kempisty-Jeznach’s family collection)

A registration photograph 
of Czesław Kempisty
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Rutka Laskier was born on 12 June, 1929 in Gdańsk. Her family moved to
their home town of Będzin. The Free City of Gdańsk was no longer a safe
place for Jews to live in when the Nazi party came into power in Germany.
Rutka’s parents were wealthy – they could afford to have their daughter
educated. She even had a private teacher for a while. Rutka was clever 
and intelligent, she liked learning and relished reading books. She had 
a younger brother, Heniuś.

When the Second World War broke out on 1 September 1939, Rutka’s life
started to change. She could no longer continue her education, and her
family’s financial situation got increasingly worse. Since they were Jews,
their life was controlled by ever stricter legal regulations. They lost all of
their property and they had to move to the Będzin ghetto that had been
established in May 1942.

Although those were times of war, Rutka wanted to meet with her peers.
Socializing and experiences of first loves were important to her, like they
are to every girl at her age. After moving to the ghetto in Będzin, her group
of friends got smaller and she could no longer see her Polish friends as
often as before. In addition, she had to work for the German economy. In
spring 1943, she met Stasia Sapińska, whose family used to live in the
house, where Rutka, her little brother Heniuś and her parents now lived.
Initially, the ghetto was not a completely closed terrain, so Stasia came to

see the people who lived in her family house. Despite the age difference
(Stasia was 21), the girls became friends, they met occasionally, but spent
a long time talking. Rutka had a lot of information on the war and this im-
pressed Stasia. When another re-settlement was expected, Rutka told Sta-
sia that she was writing a journal and that she wanted to leave her legacy
even if she did not survive the war. Stasia knew every corner of her family
house well so together the girls placed the journal in a hiding place be-
tween wooden boards in the stairs. A short while later Poles were prohib-
ited from entering the ghetto and the girls never met again. In late spring
1943, Rutka’s family was re-settled to the poorest parts of the closed
Kamionka ghetto on the outskirts of the city. In August 1943 all remaining
residents of the ghetto were transported to Auschwitz-Birkenau.

It is not known exactly when and how Rutka died i.e. whether she died
from exhaustion or disease or whether she was murdered in one of gas
chambers in Auschwitz-Birkenau. There are no documents that prove that
she was registered in the camp as a prisoner. The only member of her family
to have survived was her father. He was transferred from Auschwitz to
Sachsenhausen, where he was liberated on 13 April, 1945. After the war he
emigrated to the newly established State of Israel and started a new family. 

After the war, Stasia found Rutka’s journal in the place where they had hid-
den it. She treasured the journal as a precious souvenir for several dozen
years. Eventually her grandson persuaded her to publish the journal. The
first edition was published in 2006.

The Jewish Culture Centre Foundation-Association in Będzin is named after
Rutka Laskier. Rutka is also a hero of theatre dramas and documentary
films, both Polish and foreign ones. Her short journal from 19 January to
24 April 1943 is not only a record of the last months of her life and the 
extermination of Jews in Będzin but also a proof that regardless of circum-
stances, young people want to live their lives, learn, have friends and love
others.

RUTKA LASKIER
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Group work instructions:

1.  Read the biogram of Rutka Laskier and highlight 
     information in the text which is most important to you.

2.  Mark the deportation route of Rutka Laskier 
     to KL Auschwitz on the map attached.

3.  Mark the period of Rutka Laskier’s stay 
     in KL Auschwitz on the timeline.
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Rutka Laskier

Rutka Laskier with her brother Heniuś
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Zofia Łyś, née Bondyra, was born on 28 July, 1927 in Mokre village near Za-
mość. Her parents, Katarzyna and Michał, had two other daughters, Józefa
and Stefania, and a son, Tomasz. During the Second World War Zofia’s sib-
lings, like many other people, were engaged in a conspiracy activity in Za-
mojszczyzna. In December 1942, German troops arrested all the inhabitants
of Zofia’s family village and neighbouring villages. All those arrested were
taken to Zamość where special temporary camps were set up. Within a few
days, some of those people were sent to forced labour to the Third German
Reich and some to concentration camps. Zofia and her family, after a several
hour journey, arrived in Auschwitz II-Birkenau camp. She was registered as 
a prisoner, and the number 26816 was tattooed on her left forearm.

Zofia was lucky to be with her mother and sisters. Together they went
through a quarantine period during which they carried out cleaning work.
Afterwards, while working in a warehouse, Zofia got sick. She had a high
fever and she could no longer work. Her sister, mother and friends helped
her to hide her sickness. While working in the warehouses, they had access
to clothes left behind by Jews murdered in the camp. Getting these clothes
could help prisoners survive. Zofia wanted to “organise” a warm sweater
and underwear for a female prisoner. Unfortunately she was caught during
an inspection. Zofia was severely punished. For fifteen consecutive days,
after the evening assembly, she had to stand at attention for two hours 
at the gate of the women’s camp in Birkenau. For ten days she worked in 

a penal work unit which transported the corpses of female prisoners from
the camp territory.

During her stay in the camp, her sister Józefa worked in the camp kitchen
peeling potatoes. Her other sister Stefania cleaned in a prison block. Their
mother got infected with typhus and died in April 1943. Zofia did not know
what happened to her father and brother. She received a message from
her brother Tomasz that their father was incapable of working and had
been killed with a phenol injection. Documents which the family obtained
after the war indicate that their father was murdered on 13 January 1943
and their brother Tomasz died one month later on 11 February 1943.

In 1943, Zofia and 170 other women were moved to Babice sub-camp. The
sub-camp was located in a pre-war school. Female prisoners cultivated
beetroot and rapeseed. They dug drainage ditches, levelled molehills and
collected hay from meadows. According to her recollections, living condi-
tions were much better there than in Birkenau. They had separate bunk
beds with no insects nor bugs. Zofia was in that sub-camp until August
1944, when with her sisters and other female prisoners was transported to
Natzweiler camp. Zofia spent time in three other camps: Ravensbrück,
Berlin-Kepening and Sachsenhausen. She was liberated near Schwerin dur-
ing the death march from Sachsenhausen. Her parents and brother were
murdered in Auschwitz-Birkenau. Her sisters Józefa and Stefania survived
the war. Zofia and her sisters returned to their family village after the war,
but there was nothing to go back to. Their family house had been demol-
ished by Germans. Zofia started her own family. For some time she worked
in Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum. She met with youth frequently and
she told them about her camp experiences. She died on 19 February, 2011
in Oświęcim.

ZOFIA ŁYŚ
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Group work instructions:

1.  Read the biogram of Zofia Łyś and highlight 
     information in the text which is most important to you.

2.  Mark the deportation route of Zofia Łyś 
     to KL Auschwitz on the map attached.

3.  Mark the period of Zofia Łyś’s stay 
     in KL Auschwitz on the timeline.
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Zofia Łyś – post-war photograph
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Edward Paczkowski was born on 20 March, 1930 in Grabów near Łódź. His
father, Franciszek was a blacksmith; his mother, Zofia spent most of her time
bringing up Edward, his brother and his three sisters. Their family lived ac-
cording to the Roma tradition and nurtured their allegiance and affection
towards Poland and its traditions.

While attending primary school, he joined the Cub Scouts of the Polish
Scouting and Guiding Association (ZHP), where his brother too was a mem-
ber. The outbreak of WW II changed his family’s life substantially, though op-
pression towards Edward did not commence immediately. In 1941, his family
moved to Tomaszów Mazowiecki. Edward’s brother met secretly with his
friends from ZHP often disappearing from home. When Edward was 12, he
was allowed to participate in conspiracy activities. He conveyed orders and
reports to his superiors, handing over notes he had made on the movement
of German trucks in the area. He fulfilled all these tasks on an oath to the
Holy Cross what was important to him because he was religious. In summer
1942, Edward, his brother and a few friends, were arrested; they were inter-
rogated. Despite being tortured, they did not reveal their activities. They were
sent to prison in Radom and then on 29 September, 1942 to Auschwitz con-
centration camp.

Upon registration in the camp, Edward received number 66485 written on 
a sheet of paper. He was marked with a red triangle and thus shared the bad

fortune of other political prisoners. Had he been arrested due to his Roma
origin, he would have been placed in the so-called Gypsy camp (Zigeuner-
lager) with Roma and Sinti people transported there from Occupied Europe.
Roma and Sinti people were killed in gas chambers. Edward managed to
avoid this tragic fate. Together with his brother, Edward spent the first weeks
in a quarantine, where they learned the camp rigour. Then, he was sent to
work in the German Armament Plants, where he worked inside buildings.
These buildings protected him and helped him survive the scorching heat
of the sun in summer and freezing temperatures in winter. All camp prisoners
worked far beyond their strength and they received little food. They were
constantly looking for more food. One day, Edward was caught stealing 
a loaf of bread. An SS-man told him to dance as a punishment while he shot
bullets at his feet. He shot through one of Edward’s toes. Despite the enor-
mous pain felt for several weeks and a non-healing wound, he had to go to
work every day.

In the second half of 1944, when Germans started to evacuate the camp’s
prisoners due to the advancing offensive of the Red Army, Edward too was
evacuated. In April 1945 he spent time in camps in Germany: Buchenwald,
Mittelbau-Dor and Bergen-Belsen.

He came back to Poland in 1947 because he wanted to find his family. Un-
fortunately, all his family members had been murdered during the war. Since
he had no home, he joined a group of Roma people who continued the 
tradition of a wandering life. At the beginning of the 60’s, the communist 
authorities prohibited living in wandering groups so Edward settled down
in Opole. He got married and has five children. Today he lives in Zawiercie.

EDWARD PACZKOWSKI
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Group work instructions:

1.  Read the biogram of Edward Paczkowski and highlight 
     information in the text which is most important to you.

2.  Mark the deportation route of Edward Paczkowski 
     to KL Auschwitz on the map attached.

3.  Mark the period of Edward Paczkowski’s stay 
     in KL Auschwitz on the timeline.
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Edward Paczkowski in the former 
Auschwitz II Birkenau camp. 
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Marian Turski was born on 26 June, 1926 in Druskininkai (presently part 
of Lithuania, formerly the eastern part of the Second Republic of Poland).
Marian’s family moved to Łódź which was the centre of the textile industry.

After the outbreak of the Second World War, these regions were annexed
to the Third German Reich and the city of Łódź’s name was changed to Litz-
mannstadt. Before the outbreak of the war, Marian completed his third
grade of junior secondary school. In September 1939 he could no longer
continue his education. This, however, did not stop him from reading a lot.
In winter 1940, a ghetto was established in Łódź, and in spring it was iso-
lated from the remaining part of the city. Marian worked as a tutor and then
a private teacher using the knowledge he had acquired from the books he
read. His next job was totally different, he worked in a meat smokehouse
and also quartered horse carcasses. The work there was much harder, but
at least he could eat food at work. Most people in the ghetto had little to
eat. Marian was aware of this and when he could, he tried to help them. As
time passed, he learned about the mass murders taking place, mainly by
secretly listening to the BBC. Łódź ghetto was liquidated in summer 1944.
Chaos reigned at the time and Marian was separated from his family. 

His father and brother were murdered in Auschwitz-Birkenau gas cham-
bers, probably soon after they arrived at the camp. Marian went through
the selection and was registered under the number of B-9408 which was

tattooed on his left forearm. Up until January 1945, he worked in the sub-
camp in Czechowice-Dziedzice. During the camp evacuation, he walked
49 km in a death march. 600 prisoners walked from the camp to the train
in Wodzisław Śląski. Only 450 of them survived and got on the train. From
Wodzisław they were sent in open railway carriages to Buchenwald camp.
After several weeks, Marian was sent on a second death march to There-
sienstadt ghetto where he was liberated. Due to extreme exhaustion, he
had to go through a long period of convalescence. After the war, he man-
aged to find his mother who had also survived. For many years he suffered
from amnesia and he did not remember the captivity period. Due to his
amnesia he was able, without the trauma of the war camps, to begin a post-
war life. He regained his memory years later thanks to conversations with
co-prisoners with whom he had lived through the camp hell.

Marian has been deeply involved in the functioning of numerous muse-
ums, associations and organisations researching and teaching about the
history of Polish Jews. He is engaged in this activity not only as a historian
and journalist but also as an eye witness and victim of Nazi persecution.

MARIAN TURSKI
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Group work instructions:

1.  Read the biogram of Marian Turski and highlight 
     information in the text which is most important to you.

2.  Mark the deportation route of Marian Turski 
     to KL Auschwitz on the map attached.

3.  Mark the period of Marian Turski’s stay 
     in KL Auschwitz on the timeline.
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Marian Turski 

Marian Turski in Łódź Ghetto 
(first on the right)
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